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Construction Practice Team Contact Sheet

Harvey Monk
Chairman

harvey.monk@verlingue.co.uk

Harvey has worked in the risk
industry for over 30 years. He spent
13 years as an adviser to Master Plan

Developers, mixed use schemes ,
industrial parks and retail

developments for large developers
and government / family offices

throughout the Middle East.

Ian McFadyen
Client Director - London

ian.mcfadyen@verlingue.co.uk

Ian specialises in several industry
sectors, including construction, and

has considerable experience in
ensuring that clients receive a
smooth changeover from their

previous risk and insurance
providers into bespoke and tailor-

made solutions.

Tony Franklin
Client Director - South

tony.franklin@verlingue.co.uk

Tony is a highly experienced
Construction Insurance Broker with

over 20 years of experience in the
industry. Throughout his career, he
has focused on providing insurance
solutions for high-risk construction

trades, ensuring that his clients
have the protection they need to

mitigate potential risks.

Gary Eaton
Client Director - North

gary.eaton@verlingue.co.uk

Gary has over 30 years’ experience
in commercial insurance. He is a

Fellow of the Chartered Insurance
Institute, a qualified loss adjuster

and a qualified construction
dispute adjudicator. Gary advises
his clients across a spectrum of

insurance covers, including liability,
contract works and professional

indemnity. 

Sam Foster
Client Director - Midlands

sam.foster@verlingue.co.uk

Sam, with 8 years as a general
insurance broker, specialises in

safeguarding businesses primarily
within construction. Dedicated to

ensuring comprehensive coverage,
his expertise spans all sectors of the
construction field, offering tailored

solutions to protect his clients’
enterprises effectively 

Dave Pickup
Sales Director - Trade Credit

dave.pickup@verlingue.co.uk

Dave specialises in credit insurance,
surety and bonds. With over 20

years of invoice finance experience,
Dave excels in creating tailored

solutions to minimise financial risks
for his clients, with particular focus
to businesses in the construction

sector.

Colin Williams
Senior Employee Benefits Consultant

colin.williams@verlingue.co.uk

Colin has over 20+ years experience
in helping employers navigate the

complex world of workplace
pensions, group risk and private
healthcare. In today's workplace,

Employee Benefits are vital as
employers tackle recruitment

hurdles and meet rising employee
expectations.
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